
Hacker   Gifts:   A   Unique   Digital   Gifts   Service   
~   Creates   digital   puzzles   for   enthusiastic   programmers   and   aspiring   hackers  

~   Hackers   love   digital   puzzles   because   they   pose   a   challenge   to   them  

~   Your   loved   ones   will   remember   such   innovative   gifts  

 

November   25,   2019:    Is   your   spouse   a   programmer   or   a   hacker?   Or,   are   you   a   good  
friend   of   sophomore   computer   science   student?   If   yes,   chances   are   high   that   you’re  
already   wondering   what   to   gift   them   now   that   the   Christmas   countdown   has   begun.  
Needless   to   say,   you   don’t   want   to   give   a   run-of-the-mill   gift,   which   will   let   both   of   you  
down.  

Your   wait   for   an   innovative   present   is   over,   as   Hacker   Gifts   ( https://hacker.gifts/ )   is  
making    waves   for   creating   unique   digital   gifts—programming   puzzles,   which   your   loved  
one   is   definitely   going   to   like.  

Started   by   a   Senior   Software   Engineer   at   Facebook,   Hacker   Gifts   knows   its   target  
segment   of   passionate   programmers   really   well.   It   is   also   aware   of   a   huge   gap   in   the  
market,   where   most   gifts   targeted   at   computer   geeks   are   just   plain   silly.  

Hacker   Gifts   makes   unique,   immersive   and   memorable,   like   hacker-in-the-movies  
experiences.   The   digital   gift   consists   of   a   chain   of   clever   programming   puzzles,   with   one  
puzzle   leading   to   another   and   so   on   and   so   forth.  

Once   you   place   an   order,   you   will   receive   a   digital   file,   which   will   have   a   unique   image  
with   your   spouse’s   or   friend’s   name   and   the   clue   to   the   first   puzzle.   Your   hidden  
message   will   be   revealed   to   them   when   he   or   she   solves   all   the   puzzles.   

These   puzzles   are   an   ideal   of   mix   of   fun   and   challenge.   Your   loved   one   will   definitely   feel  
the   adrenaline   rush   receiving   such   a   gift.   Surely,   it   would   be   one-of-a-kind-gift.   At  
Hacker   Gifts,   the   founder   understands   that   geeks   and   programmers   don’t   like   products,  
accessories   or   apparels   as   gifts.   Rather,   they   crave   for   interesting   and   stimulating  
experiences.   

  “The   best   gift   is   a   unique   memorable   experience,”    says   the   Founder   of   Hacker   Gifts.   

 

Founder’s   email:   info@hacker.gifts     ,    URL:     https://hacker.gifts/ ,  
Twitter:     https://twitter.com/hacker_gifts ,    Location:    Seattle,   WA   
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